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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATION OF
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ABSTRACT.   In this paper, we treat first-order algebraic differential equations

whose coefficients belong to a certain type of function field.   (Our results include

as a special case, the case when the coefficients are rational functions.)   In our

main result, we obtain precise asymptotic representations for a broad class of

solutions of such equations.

1.   Introduction.   We treat first-order differential equations,  Q(z, y, dy/dz) =

0, where  fi  is a polynomial in  y  and  dy/dz, whose coefficients belong to a

certain type of field of meromorphic functions which was introduced and investi-

gated by W. Strodt in [8].   Such a field consists of functions, each defined and

analytic in a sectorial region approximately of the form,

(1) a<argiz-te'ia+h)/2)<b

(for fixed  a and   b  in  (— 77, 77) and some  t > 0), and has the property that there is

a fixed nonnegative integer  p  (called the rank of the field) such that the field

contains all logarithmic monomials of rank < p (i.e. all functions of the form,

(2) M{z) = KzT° (log z/Klog log zP . . • (logp z)Tp

for real  r. and complex   K ¿ 0), and in addition, for every element / in the field

except zero, there is a logarithmic monomial  M  of rank < p  which is asymptoti-

cally equivalent to / as  z —> 00  over a filter base (denoted   Fia, b)) which con-

sists essentially of the sectors (1) as   t —> + 00.  (We are using here the slightly

stronger concepts of "asymptotically equivalent"  (~), and "smaller rate of

growth"  («), which were introduced by Strodt in his paper [6, §§13 and 17],

where existence theorems for solutions of such equations were proved.   For the

reader's convenience, these concepts (as well as the precise definition of

Fia, b)) ate reviewed in §2 below.)   The set of all rational combinations of log-

arithmic monomials of rank < p  is the simplest example of such a field, and every

such  field  (even in the'case  p = 0) contains the field of rational functions.
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(Hence our results include, as a special case, the case where fl has polynomial

coefficients.)

In [3], [6], [9], first-order equations, iî(z, y, y') = 0, whose coefficients belong

to such fields of arbitrary rank p, were treated and existence theorems were proved

for solutions which are themselves asymptotically equivalent to logarithmic mono-

mials over  Fia, b). (We mention here, in particular, the very powerful existence

theorems in [9, pp. 221—225].)   In [2, p. 132], existence theorems were proved for

solutions of Q = 0  (again for arbitrary rank p), which are of larger rate of growth

than all logarithmic monomials over  F(a, b), and for solutions which are of small-

er rate of growth than all logarithmic monomials.   (Each of these solutions was

of the form exp fW, for some function  W which is asymptotically equivalent to

a logarithmic monomial of rank < p.)

The converse problem of determining the form of arbitrary solutions of such

first-order equations was begun in  [l], where it was shown (again for arbitrary

rank p) that any meromorphic solution which is of larger rate of growth than a

predetermined power of z must be of the form exp J" M(z)(l + eiz)), where  M  is a

logarithmic monomial of rank < p, and where the analytic function  eiz) —» 0  over

Fia, b). (As indicated in [1, p. 303], there is an algorithm which can be applied

at the outset to produce a finite set of monomials, among which are the possible

monomials  M  mentioned above (see also §4 below).)   A corresponding result for

nonidentically zero analytic solutions which are of smaller rate of growth than a

predetermined power of  z was also proved in [l] and it was shown that such

solutions are also of the form  exp f Al(z)(l + eiz)), where  M  is a monomial of rank

< p, and  eiz) —* 0  over  Fia, b).   Thus the results of [l] provide an asymptotic

representation for "large" and "small" solutions.   In this paper, we treat solu-

tions of "intermediate" growth, in the case when the coefficients of fi  belong to

a field of rank zero.   (This restriction will later be shown to be necessary, but

as indicated previously, our results still include as a special case, the case of

polynomial coefficients.)   More specifically, we treat all solutions  y AA which

are defined and meromorphic in a sector of the form (1), and which are "cOmpar-

able" with all logarithmic monomials of the form, M(z) = z     (log z)       (in the

sense that for any such M, one of the relations y. « M,  yQ » M  or yQ ~ cM

for some constant  c / 0 is valid over Fia, b)).   Our main result states that any

such solution, which is not of larger rate of growth than all powers of z, and is

not of smaller rate of growth than all powers of z, must be asymptotically equiva-

lent over Fia, b) to a logarithmic monomial of the form Kz (log zy. (As above,

an algorithm can be applied to  ÎÎ  at the outset to produce the finite set of pos-

sible pairs of exponents  (a, ß), and this algorithm shows that   ß must be rational

(see §4 below).)   Thus the combination of this result with those in [l] mentioned
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above  provides  a representation theorem for all solutions which are comparable
CLr. (X 1 . ,

with all monomials  z     (log z)       over  F(a, b), in the case of first-order equations

with coefficients in fields of rank zero.   This result is stated in §3 below.

We then consider the case of first-order equations whose coefficients belong

to fields of rank higher than zero.   In this case, we show (§5) that our main result

no longer holds by constructing a very simple equation (for rank one) which has a

solution y0  such that over  F(- n , n), we have  yQ  « z    tot all e > 0, while yQ »

(log z)     fot all teal N.   Such a solution is comparable with all monomials (of

arbitrary rank), but it is clearly not of larger rate of growth than all powers of z,

nor is it of smaller rate of growth than all powers of  z, and it is easy to see that

the solution is not asymptotically equivalent to any logarithmic monomial.   In a

future paper, the author hopes to investigate the appearance of such solutions (as

well as solutions in the case of rank zero which violate the comparability condition

in every  F(a, b), such as the principal branch of z1 (where   i   = - 1), which is not

comparable with M(z) = 1).

In §6 is an appendix containing four lemmas which are needed several times

in the proof of the main result. They are put at the end of the paper to avoid un-

duly interrupting the   main line of thought.

2.   Preliminaries,   (a)   [6, §94].    Let - n < a < b < tt.   For each nonnegative

real-valued function  t/z  on  (0, (b - a)/2), let   T(ifi) be the union (over  <5 €

(0, (b - a)/2)) of all sectors

(3) a + 8 < arg (z - tf,(8)exp U(a + b)/1)) < b - 8.

The set of all  T(yj) (fot all choices of i/O is denoted  F(a, b) and is a filter base

which converges to  °° by [6, §95].   Each  T(z/r)  is simply-connected by [6, §93].

If  W(z) is analytic in  T(ifj), then the symbol  fW will stand for a primitive of  W

in  T(ifj).

(b) Unless otherwise indicated, log z will denote the principal branch of the

logarithm in  S: |arg z| < n.   It is then easy to see that  log (log z)  is defined and

analytic for those points in S where   |z| > 1.   We denote this function by  log, z.

By induction, the function log     . z - log (log    z)   is defined and analytic for those

points in S where   |z| > e  (0)  (where  e  (z)  is the qth iterate of the exponential

function).   A logarithmic monomial of rank < p is a function of the form (2) (which,

of course, is defined to be  K(exp 2P_0  r.log.   j z)).   Clearly, for any logarithmic

monomial, there is an element of  F(a, b) on which it is defined and analytic.

(c) [6, §11].   If / is meromorphic in an element of F(a, b) and À is a com-

plex number, then / —» A over  F(a, b) means that for any  e > 0, there is an ele-

ment of F(a, b) on which   \f(z) - k\ < e.   Similarly, / —» oo  over  F(a, b) means

that for any N > 0, there is an element of  F(a, b) on which  |/(z)| > N.   If f
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and  g are meromorphic in an element of  F(a, b), with g ¡z= 0, we will occasionally

use the notation /= oig)  over  Fia, b) to mean f/g —> 0.   Similarly, /= 0(g)  over

Fia, b) will mean that f/g is bounded on some element of  Fia, b).   From Cauchy's

formula   for derivatives, it follows [5, p. 309] that if / —» 0  over  F(a, b), then

zf (z) —> 0  over  Fia, b).

(à)   [6, §§13 and 17].   If / is analytic in an element  of  F(a, b) then  /« 1

over  F(a, b) means that, in addition to  / —> 0, for all positive integers   /' and  k

we have  6   f —> 0 where  6 .f = (z log z ■ ■ . log ._ , z)f' and where  6    if the &th

iterate of the operator 6..   Then / « g,   f » g,  f ~ g and / ~ g  mean respective-

ly! f/s ^ 1 ' &// "^ Ii / ~~ 8 <<: £  ar,d finally f ^ eg tot some constant  c ^ 0.

The crucial property [6, §28] of the relation "«" is that if / « 1   over  Fia, b),

then   6 f « 1 over  F(fl, è) for all  /' > 0.   From this it follows easily that if / «

M, where  M  is a nonconstant logarithmic monomial of any rank, then /    « M .   A

function / is said to be comparable with a function g over Fia, b) if one of the

relations f « g,  f £ g,  f»g  is valid over  Fia, b).   Finally, if / ~ M  where  M

is the monomial (2), then 8Af) will denote   rQ.

(e)   [8, p. 244].   A logarithmic field of rank p  over F(a, b) is a set L  of

functions, each defined and meromorphic in an element of  Fia, b), with the fol-

lowing properties:   (i) L  is a field (where, as usual, we identify two elements of

L  if they agree on an element of Fia, b); (ii)  L   contains all logarithmic mono-

mials of rank < p; and (iii) for every element  f in  L  except zero, there exists a

logarithmic monomial M  of rank < p  such that / ~ M  over  F(a, b).

3. We now state our main result which deals with logarithmic fields of rank

zero.

I heorem.   Let fi(z, y, y') = 1. .„ /. .(z)y!(y');  be a polynomial in y and y',

whose coefficients f.. belong to a logarithmic field of rank zero over Fia, b),

and let some coefficient be not identically zero.    Let y0(z)  be a function which

is defined and meromorphic in an element of Fia, b), and which satisfies

Qiz, yAz), y'niz)) = 0.    Then if y„   is comparable with all logarithmic monomials

of the form  z    (log z)      over Fia, b), then one of the following three conclusions

must hold.

(A) For every real a, we have y0 » z    over F(a, b), and there exist in an

element of Fia, b), an analytic ¡unction Wiz) and a logarithmic monomial cz ,

such that Wiz) = cz (1 + o(l)) over   Fia, b) and yQ = exp fW.

(B) For every real a, we have yQ « z    over F(a, b), and if y„ já 0, then

there exist in an element of F(a, b), an analytic function  Viz) amd a logarithmic

monomial dz17 such that  Viz) = dz   (1 + o(l))   over F(a, b) and yn = exp / V.

(C) There exist real numbers   aQ  and ß, and a complex number c j= 0  such
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that y„ ~ cz    (log zr   over F(a, b).

Proof.   (Note.   In this proof, all asymptotic relations defined in §2 (c), (d)

will take place over the given  F(a, b), unless otherwise indicated.)   We begin by

letting  A  be the set of all real  a for which y„ « z  .   We distinguish three pos-

sibilities.   If A  is empty, then by comparability, we must have  yQ » z    for all a.

(Note that if y0 £ z , then  y„ « z   +    so that  a+l   would belong to A.)   In this

case, the remainder of conclusion (A) follows from [1, §3(a)].   The second pos-

sibility for the set A   is that it is nonempty but unbounded from below.   In this

case it follows that y0 « z    for all real  a, and the remainder of conclusion (B)

follows from  [1, §3(b)l.   The last possibility is that A  is nonempty and bounded

from below.   (In this case, we will prove conclusion (C) holds.)   Let   a.   be the

infimum of A.   Then clearly for any  c > 0, y    « z        .   Furthermore,    aQ - 6

cannot belong to A, so by comparability, either y0 ^ -z or yQ » z .   However the

first possibility would lead to cl - e/2 belonging to   A  contradicting the definition of
a        a0    f a0 +£

aQ.   Thus for any í > 0,  z « y„ « z        .   Without loss of generality, we

can assume  an = 0  in this inequality, because we can replace  yQ   by wQ = z        y_

(which clearly also satisfies the comparability assumption), and replace  ÍÍ = 0

by the equation

£/..(z)(zaM¿(zatV + o*»*1^ = o,
"-^ ' z; U

which clearly has kv„ for a solution and has coefficients in the same field as Í2

does. (Obviously, if conclusion (C) holds for wQ, say uz ~ M, then yQ ~ z M

so conclusion (C) holds for yn.)   Hence we may assume that

(4) z~'«yQ«ze    for all  e > 0.

In view of (4) and the fact that   F(a,  b)  is a filter base which converges to  »,

clearly there exists an element  SQ   in  F(a, b) with the following properties:

(5) y„  is analytic and nowhere zero on  S      and

(6) |z) > e     for all  z  in  S

In view of (5) and the fact that  SQ   is simply-connected (by [6, §93]), there is an

analytic branch  L(z)  of log yn   in  S..   We will fix this branch, and for any real

a, we will denote by yQ, the branch of yQ  determined by  L(z).   That is,

'  ' y't = exp(aL)    on SQ.

(From this point on, all elements of   F(a, b) which appear in the proof will be

assumed to be contained in SQ.)
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Now since y.  solves 0 = 0, we have

(8) Z fAAiy0iz)Yiy'0iz))> = 0    on S0.

Let /j  be the set of (i, j) for which /.. ^ 0.   Since the /.. belong to a logarithmic

field of rank zero, it easily follows that for  (z, /)  in  /j, we have

(9) /.. = c./Hd + EA,

where  c.. is a nonzero constant, a., is real, and where  E.. also belongs to the
ij z; z7 6

field and is  « 1.   Thus clearly, either E .. = 0  or 5„(E.) < 0.   Let d be the max-
J z; U      ij

imum of the numbers a..- j   tot ii, j) in / [, and let /  be the subset of J x  con-

sisting of those  ii, j) for which a .. — j ~ d.

Now for any e > 0, y    «z     by (4).   Hence for any nonnegative integer  i,

yi = OizU).   By §2 (d), y>0 « ze~X, so  (y¿):= 0(z€>->).   Hence with (9) we

obtain

(10) fi/vh'A1 = 0(za^'"7+C!+;)£)    for any  e > 0.

If  (z,  j) £  I, then e.. = d-ia.. — j)>0   and so
' ' ' z; z;

z/- e- •+(z'+z')f

(11) /■■yn(yñV = 0(z       !; )    ioranyc>0.

If (z'( j)el, then either  E.. = 0 or t.. =- Sn(E ..)> 0.   Thus since  E .. = Oiz~TiA,

we have

a .. d — r .. +(t +/) e
(12) c..z   ^E.y'^yA' = 0(z       Z7 )    foranyf>0.

Letting  e,   be a positive number which is less than all the numbers  e. ./2  (in

(11)) and  r../2  (in (12)), we can choose the arbitrary number  e > 0  so small that

the right sides of (11) and (12) are all Oizd"( X).   In view of (8), (9), (11) and

(12), we clearly have

(13) Z       C    z'iy^y'y = Oizd~€x).

(i.j)ej

Since  a .. = j + d for  ii, j) in  /, we thus have

(14) Z    c.y'0(zy')< = 0(z~ei).

U.i)eJ

At this point we pause to prove a lemma.

Lemma A. Let fi(z, y, y') be a polynomial in y and y' whose coefficients

belong to a logarithmic field of rank zero. Let yQ be a solution of Í1 = 0 which

satisfies z~( « yQ « z6 over Fia, b) for all e > 0. T^eTZ it is impossible that

y0 » (log z)N for all N > 0.
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Proof.   Let fi(z, y, y') = 1 f. y'(y')', so that (8) holds.   Let ] v ]  and fj  be

as in (9)—(14) so that 14 holds.   (We point out  here   that (14) was derived only under

the assumption z~e « y   « ze, and did not require the comparability hypothesis

of the main result.   This lemma does not require the comparability hypothesis.)

Let n = maxiz + /: (i, j) e J\, and let /' = {(z, ;)| (i, j) e J and  i + j = n\.   Let

zzz = max [j: (n — j, j) £ J \.   We now isolate the terms of degree n in (14) and divide

through by y"Q.   We note that 0(z~(l)/y% = 0(z~^/2) since  l/y£ = 0(z(n) fot all

c > 0, and we can choose e so that tn < tjl.   Thus we obtain

(15) 2- —    =-    L   c... ——  + 0(z     l   ).
(n-j.j)ej'    \yo/ i+j<n     ll    yn~i

We now assume the lemma is false, i.e. that

(16) y0 » (log z)N     fot all  N > 0.

Thus for any ( > 0, the function h N = (log z)e   /yeQ (where yl  is as in (7)) tends

to 0.   Thus  zh'N —> 0 over F(a, b) (see §2 (c)).   But zh' is equal to

e/V(log z)~  h N - e(log z)e   (zy'0/yQi+(), and hence since  t and  N ate arbitrary

> 0, we see that for any e > 0 and any M > 0, we have

(17) zyyy¿ + e=o((logz)-M).

Let 6 = 2m + 1.   We now examine each term in the sum on the right of (15).   If

i = 0, then since  n — i' > 0, it follows from (16) that the term is  o((log z)~  ).   If

; > 0 then since the term is   c. (zyi, Iy\   e)' where  e = (n — (i + /))// > 0, we have

from (17) that it is  o((log z)~&).   Since  z     1      is also o((log z)~  ), we may write

(15) as

(18) G(^0(z)) = o((logz)-e),

where

Zzyo
w.   and    w   =-.

<.n-i,i)€j'   ! °    y0

Since the  c   _ . . are nonzero constants, clearly (18) shows that zzz > 0.   Letting

A, ,...  ,A    be the distinct roots of G with À. of multiplicity zzz., it follows fromL q ; r '        ;'

(18) and Appendix Lemma 1 that for some /,  1 < / < q, we have

8/
(20) uz0U) - \ = OUlog z)       "')    over F(a, b).

Letting  V(z) = L(z) - À   log z (where  L  is the fixed branch of log y0  in (7)), and

noting that   0/m   > 2, we have from (20) that  V' = 0(z~  (log z)~  ).   By Appendix

Lemma 2, there is an element S in  F(a, b) and a constant  Kj > 0, such that if
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zQ  is an element of S with arg z. = ia + b)/2, then

(21> |V(Rz0)- V(z0)\ < Kx(log\zQ\)-X     for all  R > 1.

We fix a point zQ, and hence from (21), |V(ßz0)| is bounded as a function of R on

[1, + oo). Thus exp ViRzQ) is also bounded, so there is a constant K2 > 0 (inde-

pendent of  R) such that

(22) ¡exp ViRzQ)\ < K2    for all  R > 1.

But clearly, exp V = yQ exp(- A( log z).   Letting A   = c + id (c, z/ real), and not-

ing that  arg RzQ = (a + b)/2, it follows from (22) that for all  R > 1,

(23) ' ly0(Rar0)| < K2Rc\zQ\cexpi-dia + b)/l).

But by (16), clearly y„ » 1   and it easily follows that  lim„ _ +    |y0(Rz0)| = + oo.

Hence from (23), clearly

(24) c > 0.

But if we set  L/(z) = - Viz), then from (21), we see that  UiRzA) is also bounded

for all R > 1  and hence so is exp U(RzA.   If  K, > 0 is such a bound, then noting

that exp U = (l/y0) exp (k   log z), we see that for all R > 1,

<25) |y0(R^0)| > Rc(|z0|c/K3)exp(- d(a + b)/2).

But by (24), c > 0  and hence by hypothesis, y„ « z       .   Thus there is an element

T in  F(a, b) on which   |yQ(z)| < \z\c'   .   From the definition of  F(a, b), such an

element  T  contains the points   RzQ  for all sufficiently large  R  and hence

|y0(Rz0)| < Rc'   |z0|c'    for all sufficiently large  R.   This clearly contradicts

(25) since  c > 0.   This contradiction establishes Lemma A.

Lemma B.    Under the same hypothesis on 0 and y»  as in Lemma A, zi is

impossible that yQ « (log z)~     for all N > 0.

Proof.   Since  z~e « y    « ze for all  e > 0, the same property holds for  zzQ =

l/y„.   Clearly  zz0   is a solution of

(26) Z/¿7.U)(-l)^°"-(,+2yV)' = 0,

where  zj = maxiz + 2/'| /    ^0|, and this equation has coefficients in the same

field as fl does.   By Lemma A, it is impossible that  uQ » (log z)     tot all N

> 0  and this proves Lemma B.

Continuing with the proof of our main result, we let  B  be the set of all real

a such that y0 « (log z)  .   It follows from Lemma A and the comparability of

y„   with all  (log z)a, that   B cannot be empty.   Similarly, from Lemma B it follows
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that  B  must be bounded from below.   If we let  ß be the infimum of  B, then from

comparability, it follows that

(27) (logz)/3-e«y0«(logz)/3+e    forallf>0.

Our aim is to prove conclusion (C) for y„.   For reasons that will become evi-

dent as the proof proceeds (e.g. see the proof of (30) below), the proof will be

by contradiction.   Thus we assume the contrary, that is, for every logarithmic

monomial M = cz °(log z) *,

(28) the relation y. ~ M is false.

It easily follows from this assumption that for every  M  of the above form,

(29) y0/M — 0    or    °o over  F(a, b).

(For if yQ/M  fails to —» 0  or °c, the relations  yQ « iM  and y„   » M  ate both

false, and hence by comparability, y0 £ M which would contradict (28) for some

multiple of M.)

We now proceed under assumption (28) to eventually obtain a contradiction.

We first prove that there is an element S.   in F(a, b), contained in SQ (see

(5)) such that

(30) y0  is nowhere zero on  S..

To prove (30), let  / = mini./: /.. ^ 0  for some   z'S.    Then equation (8) takes

the form

(3D (y¡)'I/W-'^    on v

It follows that we must have

(32) Z/f;Wy0(y0'V-^o   on s0.

(If t = 0, this is clear.   If  t > 0, then by the analyticity of both factors in (31),

failure of (32) would lead to  (y' )' = 0.   Thus  y„  would be a constant say  c.   If

c = 0, this violates (4), while if c ^ 0, it violates (28).) Let Ö and  a be respect-

ively the minimum and maximum of the set  }z'|  /.   ^ Oj, and consider the algebraic

polynomial,

(33) H{z, v) = ¿ / (zV.

Since /     ¡a 0 and belongs to a logarithmic field, clearly there is an element T.

of F(a, b),  Tj C5Q, such that

(34) /      is nowhere zero on   T
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If   a=0, then y'Q cannot have any zeros on. T,, for if z    was such a zero, then

by (32) we would have /„Un.) = 0  contradicting (34).   Thus if  a= 0, (30) holds.

If  a> 0, then H is an algebraic polynomial of positive degree   a with coef-

ficients in a logarithmic field of rank zero.   It follows from [8, Theorem II, p. 244]

(by applying this result to, in the terminology of [8, p. 246], the logarithmic quad-

ruple   (F, Eq (F), R, SA, where   F = F(a, b) and  R  is the set of real numbers),

that there exists a logarithmic field of rank zero over F(a, b) in which H(z, v)

factors completely.   Hence there exist distinct functions   ß, ,• ••   ,B   , each de-

fined and analytic in an element  T,   of  F(a, b), such that each  B . is  ~ to a log-

arithmic monomial of rank zero, and there exist positive integers  zzz. , . . .   , zzz

with  S zzz. = a - 6 such that
l

(35) u(z, v) = fat(Av% - B /z))™ l . .. (v - Bq(z))m\

for all meromorphic functions  v = v(z) defined on  T,.   By assumption (29), for

each ;',  y0/ß- —> 0  or °o and hence   1 - (B./yA —> <» or 1  over F(a, b).   Hence

there exists   T, CT,   in  F(a, b)  such that

(36) (1 - (B.(z)/yQ(z))\ > 1/2     on   Ty   for / = 1, • •• , q.

Now let 5,   be an element of F(a, b) contained in  T.   and   T,.   This  S.   will

satisfy (30), for if z    is a point in Sj  at which yL (zA = 0, then by (32) and

(33), we would have  H(zQ, yAzA) = 0.   Since y0(z0) ¿ 0 (by (5)), we would have

H(zQ, yAz))/(y(z))cr= 0.   But in view of (35), the left side of this expression

is

/a/z0)(l - (B x{z,)/y0(zA))m ' ... (1 - lBtU0)/yoU0))V\

which is not zero by (34) and (36). This contradiction shows that S, does satisfy (30).

Since  5,   is simply-connected and   |z| > e  for all z  in 5j  (by (6)), it follows

from (30) that there is an analytic branch  Lj(z)  of  log (zy ')  on  S j.   We will fix

this branch, and for any real  a, we will denote by  (zy'A , the branch determined

by L j(z), that is

(37) (zy'Aa = exp(aL1)   on Sy

(As before, all elements of F(a, b) which will arise as the proof proceeds will

be assumed to be contained in S,.)

We now return to the inequality (14).   We set

(38) y = max!/3(z + ;') - /': (z, /') e /!    (where ß is as in (27)),

and

(39) A = \(i, j): (i, j) e } and ß(i + j) - f = y\.
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Now for any e > 0, we have from (27), that for i > 0, y'Q = O((log z)i(/3+e)).

Since  yQ « (log z)^+e, we have  zy'Q « (log z)'3"1'6-1   (see §2 (d)).   Thus for  /' > 0,

we have    izy'Q)> = 0((log z)'{ß+f~X)).   Hence,

(40) y^izyA' = O((log z)Ä»'^)-/+e«W>)    for any e > Q.

Now if (i, j) £ J - A, then e.. = y - ißii + j) - j) > 0.   Choosing a positive number

e?  so that  e2 < e../2 for all  (z, /') i A, we can clearly choose the arbitrary  e in

(40) so small that the right side of (40) is  O((log z)y~(2)  if (z, ;) i A.   In view

of (14) (and the fact that z     l = 0((log z)7~e2) since  e. > 0), we thus have

(41) £   c## = Oiilog z)y-*i).
(i.;)eA

Now if ii, j) and (i., j A ate distinct elements of A, then i + jjLi.+j. (for

otherwise by (39), / = /, and thus also i = ix). Hence if we let (¿,, jx) ,(z'2 j2) ,

• • •  , (i     j ) be the distinct elements of A, then the numbers  q, = i, + j,   ate all
TZ p       TZ K, R, t?,

distinct, and we may assume (by renumbering, if necessary) that they are so ar-

ranged that

(42) qx<q2<--- <V

Letting  c,   denote  cz    y  , we may rewrite (41) as

W) Z   cky;k~Íkizy'A'k = Oiilog z)7''2).
k = \

(Note that the  c,   ate nonzero constants by (9).)

At this point, we observe that

(44) If A has only one element  (i.e.   72 = 1),  then  /'. > 0.

To see this, we note that if  72 = 1   but jx =0, then (43) shows  c.yQ

O((log z)7~t2), and by (39), y = ßq^-   In view of (27), we would thus have  c x =

0((log z)    I     2) for any  f > 0.   Choosing  e so small that  eq. - e2 < 0, this would

contradict the fact that  c.   is a nonzero constant.   Thus (44) holds.

Returning to (43), we have (by (39)) that ;'    = ßq, - y for each  k.   Thus by

our convention (7), we clearly have    y&    * = yZyV*- ■   Since  q,   is a non-

negative integer, we further have y^ze( ~® = (y0~")?fe. Similarly (using (37)),

we have izy'^k = izy'Q)~y iizy'0)^)qk. Again observing that qk is an integer,

we can therefore write (43) as

(45) yVizy'0)-yE(vA= O((log z)7'\

where

(46) v0 = yl'ßizy'Aß    and    E(v) = Z  cv\
k = l
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Now by (7) and (37), vQ = exp((l - ß)L(z) + ßL {(z)) and hence  vQ  is analytic and

nowhere zero in 5^   Clearly  vQ = y„   if ß - 0.   If ß / 0, set

(47) g(z) = ((l//8)-l)L(z>+L1(z),

so that

(48) v0 = exp(ßg(z)).

Now set

(49) V = ßyl/ß,    so  V = ßexp(L(z)/ß).

It follows easily from (7) and (37) that   V  is analytic in S.   and  we have

(50) zV' = exp (g(z)) = y(Ql//3)- H^)    on S y

Now  E(v) in (46) is a polynomial, with constant coefficients, of degree  q   .

(This degree is always  > 0  for if  n > 1, then q    > q. >   0, while if  n = 1, then

by (44), q   > ;', > 0.)   Letting ¿i,  ,• • • , p   be the distinct nonzero roots of E

(if any), with p   of multiplicity  zzz., and setting pQ = 0 and  zzz_ = <?., we clearly

have

(5i) E(zz)=cn(lz-/i0ro(f-^1ri... (v-pft.

We will now distinguish the two cases:   y > 0 and y < 0.   In each case, we will

distinguish subcases according to the sign of  jS.   (We remind the reader that in

view of assumption (28), the theorem will be proved if each case leads to a con-

tradiction.)

Case I.   y > 0.   Thus if e > 0, then in view of (27),  y~y = O((log z)fr"'07),

and by  §2 (d), zy'Q « (log z)^'1, so  (zy'A7 = O((log z)^yHy~y).   Hence from

(45), E(vQ) = O((log z) iy ~(2 ).   Letting e^ = e2/2  (so ei > 0), we can choose the

arbitrary  c so small that we have    E(vA = O((log z)-i3).   In view of (51) and

Appendix Lemma 1, there is a  k,   0 < k <t, such that

(52) vQ - ¡ik = 0((log z)     4),    where e4 = cjmk > 0.

We distinguish two subcases.

Subcase A.   ß = 0.   Then  vQ = y0  (by (46)), so unless p, = 0, (52) is a con-

tradiction of (29) (for M = 1).   But if p,   = 0, then (52) gives yQ = O((log z)~ 4),

However, this is also impossible, since by (27) and the fact that ß = 0 and ¿ . > 0,

we have y0 » (log z)~e^.

Subcase B.   /3 ^ 0.   We assert that

(53) /3>0.

To prove (53), we observe that if  zz > 2, then q    > q^ > 0, so since  /3r?    - /

= y > 0 and ;'   > 0, we have  ß > 0.   Since  /3 ^ 0, we have (53).   If « = 1, then
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by (AA), q1>j1>0, so again  ß > fjqx > 0.

If in (52), pk = 0, then since   k0|1//3= \zV'\  (by (48) and (50)), we would

have  zV    = O((log z)     4     )? since   ß > 0.   Thus by Appendix Lemma 3, we would

have   V = O((log z)X~£') tot some   e' > 0.   But then by (49) (and (53)), yQ =

O((log z)ß-fc' ).   Since   ße' > 0,  this contradicts (27).

The other possibility in (52) is that p, / 0.   Let (p •= vQ - p., so that

(54) c^GKUogz)"'4).

Let A(z) be a branch of log (ft, + z) for \z\ < \p,\, and let Wiz) = exp ((l//3)A(z)).

Then U7 is analytic for \z\ < \p A and if À x = W(0) then À, ¡4 0. From the power

series expansion for  W, we may write

(55) W(z) = Ax+ zMz),

where h is analytic for \z\ < \pk\, so \hiz)\ < K, on \z\ < \p \/2, for some K.

> 0.   Now by (54), thefe exist S-,   in  Fia, b) and  K2 > 0 such that

(56) l<M*)|<K2|logzff4< |z^|/2    on S2.

Thus on S2, from (55),

(57) \t{<p{z)) = \l + <p{z)h(<p{z))    and     |¿(0(zr))| < K y

But clearly exp Aicbiz)) = zvQ(z), so by (48) (and continuity), A(cb(z)) and ßg(z)

differ by a constant k2 on 52. Thus clearly Wicpiz)) = exp(g(z) + ik2/ß)), and

so by (50)   we have on S2,

(58) zV'(z) = A3W(rA(z)),     where  A, = e      2    •.

Thus if we let  U(z) = V(z) - AjA, log z  on  S2, then by (58), (57) and (56), we

see that on 5,,

(59) |l/'U)| < |A3|K1/<2|z|-1|log zf'4.

Thus by Appendix Lemma 3, Í/ = O((log z)  ~f ) for some t' > 0.   Thus clearly

V/(A,A, log z) —> 1.   In view of (49) (and the fact that  ß / 0), we have from

Appendix Lemma 4, that y0/c2(log z)"—»  1   for some   c2 / 0.   This contradicts

our assumption (29), and ends Case I.

Case II.   y < 0.   We let  a— — y, so

(60) o > 0,

and from (45), we have

(61) izy'0)ayZaEivA = O((log z)7"'2).

Furthermore, by definition of vQ   (i.e. (46)),
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<62> IV>ol = \**'t/y9\ß«

We now distinguish the three subcases   ß > 0,   ß <0 and  /3 = 0.

Subcase A.   ß > 0.   Now from (61) and (62), we have

(63) IVror^IßWISK^Ilog-2!7"'2)    for some  Kj>0,

on some element of F(a, b).   Now by (27), for any e > 0, y. « (log z)^ e, so

yjj      = O((log z)a  (fCr")). Choosing e = ße2/2a and noting that   (T= - y, it fol-

lows from (51) and (63) that on some element of F(a, b), we have,

(64)   K-,/1w\0-,1r^...K-,ir'<K2(1iogzre2/2),

for some constant  K2.   Since  q. + (a/ß) > (a/ß) > 0, we can apply Appendix

Lemma 1, to show that there is a  k, 0 < k < t, such that vQ - p, = O((log z) " 4)

for some e. > 0.   This is exactly the same conclusion as (52), and since  ß > 0

here, as in Case I, Subcase B, the proof proceeds exactly as in that subcase to

show that both p, = 0 and p, /= 0 are impossible.

Subcase B.   ß < 0.   We set  tj = - ß, so from (62),

(65) \zy'¿yn\° = \yo/vor/\

Now in view of (27) (and the fact that a/r¡ > 0), it follows that for any e > 0,

l/y£/7>   =0((logz)(CT/77)(-^+f)), which is   O((logzr+(fcr/7î)) since   q = - ß.

Choosing i = r)(2/3a (and noting that u = - y), it therefore follows from (65) and

(61) that, on some element of  E(tf, b) ,

(66) \l/v0\^v\E(v0)\ < K,|log z\~   €l        forsome  K,>0.

In view of (51), we see that there is an element  S2  of  F(a, b)  such that

(67) \l/v0(z)\e\v0(z)-pl\mi...\v0(z)-pt\mt<\logz\~£27     on S2,

where  6 = (0/77) - <?j.   We assert that

(68) 6 > 0.

To see (68), we observe that  6 = (y//3) - qx = - /j//3 by (38).   If n = 1, then

by (44), /j > 0 so since /3 < 0, we have 0 > 0.   If zz > 1, then /3<?n - /„ = /3?i -/'i (bY (38)),

so if 7. = 0, then  /3 = ; /(q    — q,)  so we would have  ß > 0 contradicting this

subcase.   Hence 7'j /0 so /'j > 0, and again 6 > 0, proving (68).   (Since  Ö > 0,

Appendix Lemma 1 is not applicable to (67).)

Since p. ,• • •   ,p   ate distinct nonzero complex numbers, there exists  8 > 0

such that

(69) \p-~ P-\>8    if  '-^ />        ancl     If4,-! ̂ ^    for each z.

Choose   K. > 0  so large that
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(70) K0 > 3/(25)    and    2K2 - K*KQ - 1 > 0,

where

(71) K    is a fixed number > \p.\     for /' = 1, • • • , t.

Since e, > 0 in (67), there exists  5,   in Fia, b) such that

- £ ,/2 $ +77! .  +.. . +77! ,

(72) Hog z|      2     < (1/(2K0))        » '    on Sy

and  5, C S2.   There are now two possibilities.

Possibility 1.   There exists a point  zx   in  5,   and an index  k,l <k<t, such

that

(73) \vAzx)-pk\<l/Í2KQ).

In this case, we assert that  k works for every z in S,   in the sense that

(74) \vQ(z) - pk\ < 1/K0    for all z in Sy

To prove (74), assume that (74) fails at a point z2  in S,, and let T be a

curve in S,   joining z.   to z2.   Since the continuous function   \vAz) - p  |   is

< (l/2KQ) at z.   and is > il/KA at z2, clearly at some point z,   on T, we would

have

(75) |y0U3) - MJ = 1/K0.

Now in view of (67) and (72) it is clearly impossible that each of the numbers

|l/v0(z3)| , |zz0(z3) - px | ,• • •   , |v0(z3) - pt\  be > 1/(2K0), so at least one is

< (l/(2/<0)).   If it is a  |i>0(z3) - p ], then by (75), / / k, and we have   \pk-p.\<

(3/(2r<0)) which is < 8, contradicting (69).   If it is   |l/v0(z3)| which is  <

(1/(2K0)), then  \vQiz )\ > 2KQ, which with (75) and (70) would imply  \p  \ > K*

contradicting (71).   Thus (74) is established.

Hence for all z e5? and j4 k, we have, \vQiz)- p.\ >\p-pk\ - \vQiz) -p \ >

(1/(2K0)) by (69), (70) and (74).  Also |^(z)| < K*+ U/KQ) by (74) and (71).  Using these

estimates in (67), it follows that for some constant   K    > 0, we have

(76) KU)-ftfcf*< /<2|logz|"e2 2     on  Sy

Hence if  cf> = vQ - p., then we have  cf> = 0((log z)     2        h)m   Since p, ¿ 0, this

is the same estimate as in (54), with e. = ej2m,.   Since ß ■/ 0 here, the proof

now proceeds exactly as from (54) on, to the end of Case I, where we would

obtain the same contradiction, yJc2(log z)^—» 1.   Thus Possibility 1 leads to

a contradiction.

Possibility 2.   If Possibility 1 fails, then for each z in S3  and each /',

1 < j < t, we would have    \vAz) - p.\ > (l/(2Kn)).   Thus by (67), for some  K,

> 0, we would have   \vAz)\ "    < K^ \\og z\   €2/    on S~.   Since 6 > 0 and  r¡ > 0,
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we would have   |tzn(z)| > ^4 |log z\ 2 , on S^, where  K. > 0.   Since  77 =

- ß, we would obtain

(77) \v0(A\l/ß <il/KA\logz\'€2/26V    on  Sy

But by (48) and (50), \zV'\ = |izn|  ' P, so in view of (77) and Appendix Lemma 3,

we obtain

(78) V = O((log z)x-e')    for some  e   > 0.

But by (49), |V| = |/3| |y0|l//3= |<?| \y0\~l/v, where 77 = - ß > 0.   Thus from (78),

it follows that on some element   S ,   in  Fia, b), we have   |y  (z)| > K   |log z|/^+e 7'

for some  K, > 0.   Since e'17 > 0, this clearly contradicts (27) for e = e'rj and hence

Possibility 2 has also led to a contradiction, thus ending Subcase B of Case II.

Subcase C.   ß = 0.   For this final subcase, we proceed as follows:   By

hypothesis, one of the three relations  y    £ 1, y    » 1,  y. « 1   must be valid.

The first immediately contradicts the assumption (28).   We will show that in this

subcase (i.e. y < 0, ß = 0), the other two possibilities will also lead to contra-

dictions.

Case (a).   yQ » 1.   Since  ß = 0, we have  vQ = yn.   Since  yQ » 1, we have

(in (A6)), E(yQ) = cnyQ"(l + Ej), where  E x « 1.   It follows from (61), that in

some   T,   in F(a, b) ,

(79) \WA.<7yln~a\<Kx\logz\y~€2    onT,,

for some constant  Kx > 0.   Now let <£ = (q   - a)/a.   Since  ß = 0, we have ct = -

y = /    by (38), so that  £> 0.   It is easily verified (using (7) and (37)), that the

left side of (79) is   Iz^ly =y ' |CT. Hence if we set

(80) U = y\+x/iC+l),

then from (79) (and noting that   a= - y), we obtain

(81) |l/'W|<(K1)l/o'W"l|log«r1"(e^aî    o"  Tv

Let z    be a fixed point in  Tx  with arg z   = ia + b)/2.   Then by Appendix Lemma

2, we have that for all  R > 1,

-e Jö-
rn) \U(Rz0)-UizA\ <K2(log |z0|)     2    ,

for some constant  K2.   Thus   |ii(Rz )|  is a bounded function of  R  on [l, + °°).

But this is clearly impossible, since y„ —, 00 by assumption, and hence (since

C> 0), we see from (80), that  U —> 00 over Fia, b).   Thus Case (a) leads to a

contradiction.

Case (b). yn « 1.   Since  ß = 0, we have tz0 = yQ.   Since yQ « 1, we have

(in (A6)), E(yQ) = cxy90Al + Ex), where   Ej « 1.   It follows from (61), that there
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exist  Tj  in F(a, b), and a constant  K   > 0 such that

(83) Kzy'ryl'^lSK^logzl7''2    on Tr

Now let £ = (q. — a)Ia.   Since  ß = 0, we have a = -y=/,, so 4>".   It is again

easily verified that the left side of (83) is   |z|<7|yQ)'ól<J, so ^ we again set

(84) (/ = y{+7(£ +  1).

then from (83),

(85) If/'WIKK^H-'Hogzf 1_(£2/a)    on T2

By Appendix Lemma 2, for any point  z.   in  1', with  arg z, = (a + b)/2, and any

R > 1, we have

-eja

(86) |L/(«z,)- í/íz,)! < K^loglzJ)      2     ,

where   K/(     c</<3)l/7f2.   Thus,

_F    IO

(87) |íyUx)l - /C4(log|^j|)     2      < |t/(/^j)|     forallR>l.

But since  yQ —> 0  in this case, and since  Ç i  1 > 1, it follows from (84) that

U —> 0  over  F(a, b).   Hence clearly, for any  zl  with arg z. = (a + b)/2, clearly

limR^+x\U(Rzl)\     0.   Hence from (87),   | U(z {)\ < K4(log |z, 1)"* 2     , so from

(84), we see that for any point  Zj   in  T2, with arg Zj .: (a \- b)/2,

(88> bobflilKtf*  l))'/('+,)(logl,,|)"F\

where  f,     c2/a(C I  I).   But  f^   • 0  and  ß     0, so by (27), we have yQ »

(log z)~'l'   .   Thus on some element  T,   of  F(a, b) contained in   T-., we have

(89) iy0M-(^. i))i/('+,)(iiogzrfA.

Now by definition of  F(a, b) , 7',   contains points  z., with  arg z. = (a i  6)72,

and   |z,|   arbitrarily large.   Since   |logz,| < log |z. |  i  \a \  b\/2  for such points,

(88) and (89) would lead to the inequality,

(90) (1  ,  \a i b\/2 log Iz,!)'^2  Mloglz,))^72,

for points  z.   with arbitrarily large modulus.   This is of course impossible since

as   |z.| —> oo, the left side of (90) tends to 1 while the right side tends to no.

Thus Case (b) has also led to a contradiction.

Hence every case has led to a contradiction because of assumption (28),

and thus the theorem is proved.

4.   Hcmark.   Returning to the statement of the main result, we point out that

there are algorithms which will produce (in a finite number of steps which can be

bounded in advance):
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(i) A finite number of logarithmic monomials of rank 0, among which are all

possible cz* and dzu which can satisfy parts (A) and (B) respectively for some

solution y„.

(ii)   A finite number of logarithmic monomials, z (log zy, with ß rational,

such that any monomial satisfying part (C) for some solution yQ  is a multiple of

one of them.

To see this, it is shown in [l, p. 302], that if M = cz* satisfies part (A) for

a solution y„, then there is a function B(z) such that  B/M —> 1  and such that

v = Biz) is a solution of the equation  Giz, v) = 1.   .  ^f..vJ = 0, where  p =

max[z + /: /.. ^ OS.   In view of [8, §36], the algorithm in [8, §28], when applied to

G, will produce all possible such M.   To find all the monomials  M = dza which

can satisfy part (B) for some solution y„, we make the change of variable  y = l/u

in Í2 (see (26)) and apply the above reasoning to - M.   In this way, it is easy to

see that each such dza would be produced by applying [8, §28] to f/(z, v) =

1.   .     f-.v1, where  q = min {/' + j\ f.. ¿ 0 \.

For (ii), it is proved in [3, §5] that any monomial M which satisfies part (C)

for a solution y„   would be a critical monomial for fi as defined in [3, §4] (or

[9, p. 5]).   Hence the algorithm in [3, §§21, 26] or [9, p. 28], which produces all

critical monomials for 72th  order differential polynomials with coefficients in a

logarithmic field, would produce all possible such M.   (For the case at hand, the

algorithm easily shows that  ß must be rational, and that the number of steps ''ill

be bounded in advance (see [3, §17]).)   The Strodt-Wright result [9, p. 221], essen-

tially states, in part, that for any critical monomial of Í2, there is an asymptotically

equivalent solution in a suitable   Fia, b\

5.  The case of positive rank.   We show here, by means of a simple example,

that the main result may fail to hold when the rank of the coefficient field is

positive (in this case, one).   We consider

(91) z(log z)ßy' - y = 0,     where   0<jß<l.

We assert that if yQ   is any ^ 0  solution, then

(92) for any e > 0,  yQ « z€    in F(- n, n),

and

(93) for any  N > 0,  (log z)N «yQ    in  F(- 77, 77).

It easily follows that for any logarithmic monomial  M, y    « M  if 8QiM) > 0  while

y    » M  if ¿5 (/M) < 0.   Thus  yQ   is comparable with all monomials (of arbitrary

rank), and the statement yQ ~ M   is false for every  M  (i.e. part (C) fails for every

M).   Clearly part (A) does not hold by (92) and part (B) does not hold by (93).
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To prove (92) and (93), we first note that these properties would be trivial to

verify if  "«" were replaced by the weaker "o" relation, by simply using the

representation, yQ = c exp[(log z)   ~"/(l - jS)].   For the stronger statements, we

proceed as follows:   If  t > 0, make the change of dependent variable  w = z~(y  in

(91).   We obtain

(94) w-w'/V = 0,     where   V = - fz_1 +z_1(log z)~ $.

Since  /3 > 0,  V ~ - €z~  .   The "indicial function" [7, §61] for  V is the constant

function = — 1   on  (—it, tt).    Thus by [4, Lemma 8, p. 271], every solution w of

(94) is « 1   in F(- tt ,tt).   Hence yQ « ze in F(- Z7 , tt) , proving (92).

For (93), we make the change of dependent variable  u = (log z)~   y  in (91),

where   N > 0  is arbitrary.   We obtain

(95) u-u'/U=0,    where  U = z'Hlog z)~ß- Nz'Hlog z)'1.

Since  ß < I,  U ~ z~  (log z)~P.   The indicial function for U is the constant

function +1  on (— n , n).   Hence by [4, Lemma ¿5, p. 271], just one solution of

(95) is « 1, while every other solution is » 1   on  E(- tt , tt).   (Clearly u = 0 is

the solution « 1.)   Thus if uQ = (log z)~   yQ, then yQ » (log z)     since  uQ » 1

proving (93).

6.  Appendix.

Lemma 1.   Let À. , • • •   ,À     be q > 1   distinct complex numbers, and let

zzz.  ,. ..   ,zzz    be positive real numbers.   Let v Az)  be an analytic junction in an

element S of F(a, b) such that for some ( > 0  and K. > 0, we have

(Al) \v0(z)-\t\mi .., \vQ{z)-kq\m<1<Kl\logz\-€    on S.

Then for some  t,   1 < t < q, we have  vn — À   = O((log z) ')  over F(a, b).

Proof.   Let <3 be a positive number such that \\. - A.| > 2<3 if z' ¿ f.   Since

f > 0, there exists   T.   in  F(a, b), with  T,   contained in S , such that

(A2) K1|logzre<(S/2)'"1+""+'n«   for all z in  Ty

Let z.   be a point in  Tj.   In view of (A2) and (Al) it is clearly impossible that

each of the numbers   |izQ(zj) - Aj | ,. • .  , ^(Zj) - A  |  be > ¿5/2.   Thus there

exists an index  /  (depending on Zj, of course) such that

(A3) \v0(Zl)-Xt\ <S/2.

We now show that  / will work for every z in   T., by showing that for every

z in  T.,

(A4) |f0k)-A| <z5.
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If (A4) fails for some z let T be a curve in T, joining z. to Z-. Since

the function |^0(z) - A | is < 8/2 at z = z x, and is > 8 at z ='z,, there exists

z    on T such that

(A5) |w0U3) - kt\ = 5.

But as above, from (Al) and (A2), there must be an index / such that  \vAzA -

A.| < 8/2.   From (A5), / / t, but |A;. - A(| < |A;. - v0(z3)| + |izn(z3) - A(| < 35/2

contradicting the definition of 8.   Thus (A4) holds.   Therefore, from (A4) and the

definition of 8 , it follows that for z  in T.   and f £ t, we have

(A6) \vQiz) - k.\ > \k. - kt\ - \vQiz) - kt\ > 8.

The lemma now immediately follows from (Al) and (A6).

Lemma 2. Let Viz) be analytic in an element S of Fia, b), and let e > 0

and K > 0 be such that \v'iz)\ < /(|z| |log z\~ ~f 072 S. Then for any point

z.   in S, with  arg z. = ia + b)/2 and  \z A > 1, we have

(A7) \ViRzA- V(zA\ <iK/e)(log\zx\)-€    for all R > 1.

Proof.   Clearly rz.   belongs to 5 for r> 1, and  |log rz.| > log|rz,| > 0.

Thus,

(A8) \V'irzx)zx\<Kr-1ilogr\zx\)-X-€    fot r > 1.

Integrating inequality (A8) with respect to r from 1   to  R, and using the obvious

estimate, (A7) now follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus and the fact

that   log Rlzjl > 0  for  R > 1.

Lemma 3.   Let  V(z) be analytic in an element S of F(a, b), where S has

the property that   \z\ > 1  for all z  in  S, and let e > 0  and K > 0 be such that on

S we have   \V'(z)\ < K|zr| —   |log z\~(.    Then there exists a number e', with  0 <

e'  < 1, such that  V = O((log z)X~()  over Fia, b).

Proof.   Let ex = minGr, 1/2), and let Fiz) = Kz~ '(log z)~fl/2.   Let E =

V /F.   Since e./2 < e, it follows by hypothesis that E —► 0 over F(a, b).   Since

- £i/2 > - 1, it is proved in [5, Lemma 3, p. 304] that if z     is any fixed element

of S , then   fz   EF/fz   F —> 0 over F(a, b).   Since  EF = V',  it follows that there
z0 z 0

exists an element 5,   of Fia, b), contained in S, such that on S,,

(A9) |v/(2)_ V(z0)\ < K1 + (K/(1 -(fl/2)))llogzi   '   '*'    ,

where  K x = (Kt (l - ie x/2))) \ log zQ\ 1_(f l/2).   Since zQ   is fixed and  l-(ej/2)

> 0, there is an element S2   in  F(a, b)  on which  Kj + \V(zA\ < ¡log z\   -<fl     ',

and hence from (A9),   V = O((log z)   ~(f 1     ')  proving Lemma 3.
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Lemma 4.   Let y Az)  be analytic and nowhere zero in an element of F(a, b)

and let  L(z) be a branch of log y Q.    Let  V(z) = ß exp (L(z)/ß), where ß  is a

nonzero real number.    Then if for some nonzero constant c.   we have

V(z)/cjlog z —» 1  over F(a, b), then y0(z)/c2(log z)P —> 1  over F(a, b) for

some constant c. ^ 0.

Proof.   Let T(z) - exp(/3 log z) be the principal branch of z^ in |z - l| < 1, and

let z^(z) = V(z)/c. log z.  Since w —< 1, it follows easily that

(A10) T(w(z)) -, 1    over F(a, b).

Now if d is a value of log(ß/c A, then clearly, (L(z)/ß) - log (log z) + d

is a branch of log w(z) in an element of F(a, b), and hence differs from the prin-

cipal branch A(z) of log w(z) by a constant, say A,, on a convenient element of

F(a, b).   Thus, since  T(w(z)) = exp(ßA(z)), we have, in view of (A10), that

(All) exp(L(z) - ß log (log z) + ß{d - Aj)) ■— 1    over F(a, b).

Thus y0/c. (log zr —' 1  where c2 = exp(/3Aj - ßd), proving the lemma.
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